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‘Adavu: Drilling Through Time’ in Time and Performer Training (In Press), eds. Mark 

Evans, Konstantinos Thomaides &Libby Worth (Abingdon: Routledge) 

  

I have been dancing bharatanatyam (South Indian classical dance) for thirty years. I began 

training with Chitraleka Bolar in Birmingham. My key apprenticeship was with Priya 

Sreekumar in Edinburgh (UK), and also in India with her guru (master) Nattuvanam 

Paramsiva Menon (1919-2014) — whose own guru was the eminent Meenakshi Sundaram 

Pillai (1869–1954). I am a forty-eight year old, white queer Yorkshireman raised as a 

Methodist and also a New Zealand citizen, having lived there for thirteen years. I offer this 

lineage and biography to position me and my dancing as explicitly as I can.  

 

The heightened experiences generated through training in bharatanatyam have given me an 

embodied induction to Hindu cosmology. In my apprenticeship, like that of most dancers of 

the form, the rigorous geometry and rhythms of daily drills called adavu were used to perfect 

my performance. They also engaged me in conceptions of a continuum beyond day-to-day 

understandings of time. The practical discipline and pedagogical discourse of bharatanatyam 

training introduced me to the potential of an atemporal spiritual dimension of existence. 

Writing this chapter, I become aware that this shift has also educated me in concepts that 

have been used to underwrite Hindu nationalist projects in modern India. My bharatanatyam 

training indicates the global reach of practices promoting Hinduism as much as my escapist 

desire for an East that is the West’s Other. I see my acquisition of an ‘exotic’ conception of 

time as a process of acculturation rather than appropriation — that is, my assimilation into a 

belief structure quite distinct from that into which I was born. My experiences indicate how 

desires for immersion in a timeless Oriental India align with the discourses of contemporary 

Hindu supremacist ideologies. I examine this proposition by reviewing my bharatanatyam 
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training and through reference to an autobiographical solo work created by Shane Shambhu, a 

fellow male bharatanatyam dancer and my research collaborator of three years. Shane and I 

both undertook bharatanatyam training in the UK and our careers offer perspectives on how 

encounters with the form have fostered our engagement with an ontology quite different from 

the dominant conceptions of the Western society in which we live.  

 

Last month, I performed bharatanatyam at a London intercultural centre for the sacred arts.1 I 

danced an invocation of Ganesha (the god of beginnings) and a pushpanjali (offering of 

flowers) in honour of Devi (the omniscient mother goddess). As my feet slapped on the floor 

and my body flowed through abstract and representative configurations, a familiar shift 

occurred in my experience of time. Moving dynamically in the immediate space, pushing 

incrementally forward into the nascent future, corridors of perception also opened up linking 

my footfalls and gestures with those I have danced before in diverse past moments and those 

danced my teachers, and their teachers, and their teachers’ teachers, ad infinitum. On the one 

hand, distinctions that ordinarily hold apart ‘then’ and ‘now’ lessened. This chapter considers 

how bharatanatyam fosters such perceptions through its intertwining of performance with 

Hindu cosmology, interconnecting immediate embodiment and transcendental concepts — a 

connection that Hindu Indian nationalism promotes. On the other hand, I consider too how 

my dancing of bharatanatyam ever affirms my particular position in a socio-cultural 

spatiotemporal continuum. 

 

Throughout my bharatanatyam career I have returned to the adavu. Looking back over my 

life, I see myself in spaces across the world engaging with these elementary drills — on the 

stage of a Māori community centre in Auckland, in a disused cinema on New Zealand’s 

South Island, in the studios of my current London university located within a royal park. 
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These adavu have persisted across time and continued in my life while much else as has 

passed away — jobs, homes, love affairs. Yet, simultaneously, the tangible impossibility of 

realising the perfect aesthetic form they promise in my unstable human frame conjures 

tangible sensations of time’s transcendence over all practice; the years roll on and a moment 

when I completely realise the potential of these adavu never arrives.  

 

The instrumental power of adavu lies in the use of conscious repetition to gradually reorder a 

performer’s movement preferences and material substance. The dancer’s body becomes 

invested with codified stances, gaits and gestures that have been passed on from generation to 

generation of Indian artists and increasingly (as my career demonstrates) across borders of 

ethnicity, nationality and geography. My sustained engagement with adavu over three 

decades has fundamentally changed me. In an article elsewhere, I explain that through my 

recurrent drilling ‘seemingly artificial behaviours now emerge from me as reflexive 

responses, somewhat unbidden and unconscious, almost as if natural’ (Hamilton 2017: 1). 

Through adavu, I have become able to articulate precise sequences of postures called karana. 

I learned to configure my feet, weight, spine and limbs (including finger tips and eyes) to the 

changing tempo of a pulse beaten out on a wooden block by Priya, my principal teacher. I 

was taught to render each adavu in four speeds, from hyper-slow (requiring strength and 

control) to maximum speed (requiring release and lightness). Priya also required me to master 

a spectrum of metres ranging from two to nine beat cycles. This training process, measured 

for accuracy in centimetres and seconds, reorganised my movements to meet ideal forms. Yet 

in this exactitude, Priya also asked me to find an ease of flow like that used in the familiar 

tasks of daily life. The perspicacity and sophistication needed to realise the ideal form and 

flow of each adavu grows steadily, year by year, through sustained practice. At the same 

time, however, the vigour and stamina needed to continue such athletic labours incrementally 
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declines at the same rate. The geometrical and rhythmical perfection adavu seek to realise is a 

challenge that seems ever just beyond my capacity; my moment of their mastery is an ever 

receding point. 

 

I have experienced altered perceptions of time, similar to those evoked through 

bharatanatyam training, during deep engagement with other highly rehearsed physical 

disciplines. They arise from the conjunction of focussed awareness and reflexive action. 

However, the discourse and conventions enfolding bharatanatyam shape such experiences as 

an embodied engagement with Hindu ontology. Through bharatanatyam training, I entered 

what dancer-scholar Uttara Asha Coorlawala calls the ‘religio-aesthetic environment of 

Indian dance’ (Coorlawala 1996: 19). She argues that the Hindu culture in which 

bharatanatyam emerged is intrinsic to the form and that ‘decontextualised readings’ ignoring 

this factor distort our understanding of it (Coorlawala 1996: 19). Though I speak directly to 

bharatanatyam’s religio-aesthetics my dancing and critical analysis of the form are always 

queer. I am the antithesis of the dominant idealisation of a bharatanatyam dancer as a Hindu 

Indian woman. My dancing bends norms of gender and culture and my homosexuality further 

emphasises this situation. Queer theorist Kenn Gardner Honeychurch argues that sexual 

orientation is always implicated in ‘higher cognitive functions’ (Honeychurch, cite in Dilley 

1999: 460). This proposition refutes notions of detached objectivity and promotes what 

Patrick Dilley calls a reduction ‘of the space between position and product, investigator and 

investigation’ (Dilley 1999: 460). My queer criticality acknowledges that desire informs all 

embodiment and thought. Investigating the perception of time that bharatanatyam has taught 

me must thus be grounded in my particular embodied presence in the form; I question how 

Hindu cosmology resonates with a queer engagement with the power of performativity. 
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In Shane’s solo called Confessions of a Cockney Temple Dancer (hereafter, Confessions) 2 he 

revisits a key performative instant. Shane repeatedly promises to re-enact his solo 

professional debut at age eighteen. He details how he trained for the event and demonstrates 

adavu to narrate his days of gurukula (live-in schooling). In the closing section of 

Confessions, Shane dances on stage in front of stuttering Technicoloured footage of his debut 

projected on a small backdrop. An odd generation gap is conjured; ‘Shane today’ —

interdisciplinary theatre artist — executes his own innovative choreography to the twenty 

year old recording of Karnatic (traditional South Indian) music from his debut. We see that 

his new dance combines a range of movement vocabularies while remaining connected to the 

adavu that shaped him as a bharatanatyam dancer. Simultaneously, we see ‘Shane then’ on 

screen, fixed in his careful and dutiful rendering of his teachers’ classical choreography that 

is closely connected in every detail to adavu. 

 

Confessions presents ‘Shane then’ as an East End boy immersed in a Hindu artistic 

apprenticeship in which holistic transformation was the paramount process. As I have written 

elsewhere (Hamilton 2017: 2), bharatanatyam training can be a form of tapas — that is, a 

spiritual discipline fervently pursued to transcend domestic and commercial material 

preoccupations. Here, I refine this analysis by citing dancer-scholar Nandini Sikand to say 

that bharatanatyam can be sadhana; ‘a combination of discipline and practice ideally done 

with the guidance of a guru. It is a practice characterized by intention, and is based on the 

idea that through repetition and awareness there is a movement towards perfection’ (Sikand 

2012: 238). The perfection the bharatanatyam apprentice seeks is embodiment of ideal form 

through the reconciliation of exacting abstraction and human life. Pursuit of this illusive 

moment through daily drilling in adavu gives rise to strong sensations whose recurrence and 

potency eclipses much else and subsumes those domestic routines and occasional unique 
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events by which one might ordinarily mark time’s passage. Consistent practice of adavu 

makes a transfixing thread passing through the variables of days and seasons and years.  

 

Rajiv Malhotra’s writing promotes an Indian Hindu ontology. He seeks to redress 

contemporary colonialist values he identifies inside and outside India that define the nation as 

the West’s inferior opposite. In Being Different: An Indian Challenge to Western 

Universalism, he states that Hindu Indian culture conceives of classical dance forms such as 

bharatanatyam as spiritual practice ‘using movement, sound and emotion to internalize 

[Hindu] cosmology and epistemology within the dancer’s body’ (Malhotra 2013: 77). A 

bharatanatyam apprentice is ordinarily taught a hereditary repertoire of expressive dances 

narrating stories of Hindu deities, representing their forms and actions through postures, 

gestures and facial expressions. The apprentice’s first repertoire also includes some dances 

composed almost wholly of abstract movements, such as allarippu in which each body part it 

articulated one-by-one. Such dances do not characterise deities but they do communicate 

Hindu conceptions. When learning such choreographies it is most clear that through 

bharatanatyam an inherited idealised division and restructuring of one’s corporeality is 

taught. To drill in adavu and to dance abstract sequences like allarippu is to gradually map 

connections between one’s very body parts and grand cosmological propositions about time 

and space.  

 

Ananda Coomerswamy’s The Dance of Siva (1918) helped seed a pan-Indian reverence for 

the South Indian deity of Nataraja (Siva as Lord of the Dance). As the tutelary deity of 

bharatanatyam, Nataraja has become today the dancer’s exemplar. Processes of training and 

performance are viewed as replicating his cyclical acts of creation, preservation and 

destruction (Coomerswamy 1957: 70). Through this association, perceptions of the 
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intertwining of prehistory, the present instant and an atemporal continuum become 

interwoven with a dancer’s experience of the ever-becoming of the performative moment. 

Indeed, bharatanatyam can invite dancers to move even beyond understanding performance 

as an embodiment of a cyclical Hindu cosmogony and enter the form as a vehicle for 

experiencing the cessation of all progressions.  

 

When drilling in adavu or dancing bharatanatyam items, Priya asked me to centre my mind 

wholly in the rigours and complexities of the dance, these being enough to busy every faculty 

and capacity. She offered dance training as an active meditation through which absorption in 

complex rhythmic movement might offer, paradoxically, experience of a transcendental 

timeless stillness. Such a shift is more widely pursued by Hindu devotees through the practice 

of japa, the meditative repetition of a word, particularly the totalising sound of  (Aum), 

which is considered the preeminent Sanskrit aksara (syllable). Malhotra explains that 

repeated chanting of this sound is ‘designed to dissolve nama-rupa (name and form, and the 

context of name and form) from the mind’ (Malhotra 2013: 264; original emphasis). Japa 

evokes detachment from the frameworks by which we perceive manifest time — be it the 

measures of minutes or millennia. Malhotra describes  (Aum) as both symbolically 

representing and effectively evoking an experience of pralaya (dissolution), which Devdutt 

Pattanaik describes as a state in which the ‘past, present and future telescope into each other 

[and the] serpent of time coils rather than slithers’ (Pattanaik 2008: 41). In History of Indian 

Cosmogonical Ideas, Narendra Bhattacharyya says pralaya denotes the cosmic instances of 

cessation and re-ignition through which one aeon ends and another begins (Bhattacharyya 

1971: 90). At the same time, he notes, pralaya also signifies the potential in each of us to seat 

our consciousness outside the progress of our individual biography and beyond all human 

conceptions of time (Bhattacharyya 1971: 77). 
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Malhotra encapsulates his analysis of a Hindu conception of time when he proposes that 

where and how a method of sadhana evolves matters much less than its efficacy; he says, 

‘the techniques for achieving embodied enlightenment are what is important – not the 

history’ (Malhotra 2013: 87; original emphasis). Malhotra’s Hindu transcendentalism holds 

that ‘historical awareness is nice to have, but is not a “must-have” for achieving an embodied 

state of divine consciousness’ (Malhotra 2013: 62). In Being Different, he suggests that 

Indian Hindu ahistoricism is superior to Western historicism. The latter is founded upon 

conflicting absolutist Abrahamic narratives, simplistic linear models of scientific causation 

and covet and persistent racist ideologies of European imperialism. The former rests on a 

sophisticated cosmogony which acknowledges that ‘prior to this universe there was another 

one, and before that, another, and this series of universes is infinite’ (Malhotra 2013: 254). 

Malhotra’s Hindu thought focuses not on tracking chronological time but on escaping the 

endless layers of cyclical creation and the web of karma through which previous states of 

existence have lasting consequences that interconnect all events. He quotes Richard Lannoy 

to support his portrayal of Hinduism’s determined reach beyond earthly time:  

Contrary to the Islamic and Judeo-Christian traditions, history has no metaphysical 

significance for either Hinduism or Buddhism. The highest human ideal is jivan-

mukta — one who is liberated from Time. Man, according to the Indian view, must, at 

all costs, find in this world a road that issues upon a trans-historical and a-temporal 

plane (Lannoy in Malhotra 2013: 57).  

 

My writing here might be seen to privilege modes of epistemology that Malhotra considers 

intrinsically Western. Opening this chapter, I use my biography, described in cultural and 

gender political terms, to help expose my relationship to my subject of study. Such 
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positionality can be explained with reference to Daniel Johnston’s monograph Theatre and 

Phenomenology: Manual Philosophy (2017). He examines how the influence of Martin 

Heidegger has led Western scholars, such as me, to accept that: ‘All human experience is 

from a definite standpoint in time, looking to the future, and in a distinctive historical period 

that will enable its own understanding of Being’ (Johnston 2017: 45). Malhotra’s analysis 

implies that Hindu Indian ontology is disconnected from this kind of temporal awareness. 

Yet, I argue a regard for history is not absent but is complicated in the culture that surrounds 

bharatanatyam.  

 

All hereditary Indian arts centre upon the guru shishya paramapara (the chain of oral 

transmission from teacher to student). In Confessions, Shane conveys the sense of custodial 

responsibility this confers upon bharatanatyam dancer. In one section, large images of hasta 

mudra (symbolic hand gestures) are projected on the backdrop while Shane simultaneously 

demonstrates them. He amplifies their complex forms by performing a distinct karana he has 

created for each one. Then, reciting the names and forming the shapes of mudras, he places 

his hand in those of audience members, as if making personal gifts. Mudra are rote learnt by 

bharatanatyam students who copy their teachers until each form can be shaped 

instantaneously when its name is called out. In Confessions, Shane describes his hands, and 

the mudra he forms with them, as being part of a chain of hands forming mudra that stretches 

back into antiquity; these shapes have been passed down — hand-to-hand — from one 

generation to the next, across the aeon. 

[PHOTOGRAPH: Shane Shambhu.  CAPTION: Shane Shambhu in Confessions of a 

Cockney Temple Dancer. Photographer: Simon Richardson ] 
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Mudra, like adavu, are treasured by bharatanatyam dancers as inheritance from long ago 

transmitted by a revered lineage. It is a lineage, however, that is not fully historically 

elucidated. Bharatanatyam is often imagined and mythologised by dancers and audiences of 

the form (inside and outside of India) as transcendent of any particular chain of direct 

transmission. There is recourse to a dehistoricising romanticism that effaces the individual 

artists whose craft contemporary dancers inherit. Many scholars suggest that this occurs 

because the history of bharatanatyam has been deliberately erased (Apffel-Marglin 1985, 

Allen 1997, Kersenboom 2011, Soneji 2012). In summary, they argue that the form has been 

embedded in a version of India’s past manufactured to substantiate the values preferred by 

the country’s modern-day Hindu leadership. Nilanjana Mukherjee recently added to this 

analysis while contextualising Rabindranath Tagore’s (1861-1941) choreographic 

innovations (Mukherjee 2017). Mukherjee suggests that, during the early twentieth century, 

upper caste people’s revival of Indian arts involved collaboration with nationalist forces to 

separate hereditary dance practices from matrilineal low-caste communities of temple and 

court performers. Doing so interrupted longstanding social structures and enacted a strategic 

appropriation of localised customary practices to serve an emergent elite’s national political 

aims. Mukherjee focuses on how a narrative of classicism decontextualized specific 

hereditary dance arts and resituated them in what she calls ‘a continuum unhindered by 

sociopolitical or historical changes’ (Mukherjee 2017: 86). She proposes Indian classical 

dance thus came to represent ‘a sanitised Hindu version of India’s past and became the 

repository of “spirituality” which was thought to be lost with years of repeated onslaughts of 

“foreign” rule’ (Mukherjee 2017: 86).  

 

Mukherjee argues that the current spirituality of bharatanatyam came into being through a 

replacement of the form’s socio-political history with a constructed atemporal frame: the 
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dance has been made a vehicle for the reviving dissemination of a spirituality centred on 

aspirations considered suitable to support a modern unified and Hindu-centric Indian state. 

Bharatanatyam is thus now posited as tapas and sadhana promising access to a dimension 

beyond the material realm through purifying mastery of one’s physicality and taking charge 

of one’s embodiment: one’s specific spatio-temporal position becomes a means to unlock 

another world — a gate to a supersensual transcendent dimension. David Smith has examined 

the historical practices which India’s current classicism purports to emulate. In, Hinduism 

and Modernity, he notes that despite recent cultural movement away from those very 

markers, towards new conceptions of a globally-informed Indianness, it is always open to the 

Hindu ‘to abandon the social self and become a spiritual self’ (Smith 2002: 5).  

 

Bharatanatyam training invites the dancer to surrender to concepts of time-without-end 

pervading the Hindu cultural continuum the dance ordinarily occupies. The concept of the 

dance as sadhana is upheld by the daily cyclical drills through which it is mastered, the 

constancy of the mythological narratives which it communicates and the prevalence of 

dehistoricised descriptions of the form. In his article ‘Politics Beyond the Yoga Mat’, Patrick 

McCartney considers how yoga plays ‘an important part in the soft power initiatives of the 

Indian state’ (McCartney 2017: 3). He notes in particular that the ‘epistemes and texts, 

language, and cultural practices’ that yoga practitioners ‘glorify’ are those equally lauded by 

Hindu supremacists (McCartney 2017: 10). He sees both communities sharing a ‘nostalgia 

for a future-past (similar, perhaps, to a future perfect tense, i.e. “will have”)’ (McCartney 

2017: 2). Participation in yoga, McCartney argues, may make practitioners ‘unwitting 

supporters of an imperialist, Hindu supremacist agenda’ (McCartney 2017: 2). McCartney’s 

work raises the possibility that to understand adavu as offering an experience of transcending 

time may also similarly align with supremacist factions favouring a Hindu Indian state. To 
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see bharatanatyam as transcendent of time contributes to ideas of Indian culture as 

overcoming all histories of repression through embodied Hindu practices which access a 

spiritual power able to erase traces of invasive socio-political actions — including Muslim 

Mogul and Christian British rule.  

 

The releases from time I have experienced through the sadhana of bharatanatyam are the 

fruits of a modern cultural practice created alongside the propagation of a modern pan-Indian 

identity centred on concepts of atemporality as the quintessence of Hinduism’s power. Yet in 

this analysis I do not seek to dismiss the ontology the form has communicated to me. Ashis 

Nandy, in his essay on the psychology of colonialism, suggests that ‘the affirmation of 

ahistoricity is an affirmation of the dignity and autonomy of non-modern peoples’ (Nandy 

2009: 59). My life as a bharatanatyam dancer attests to the empowering value of an ontology 

that does not align with Western conceptions. Moreover, Jeremy Carrette’s exploration of 

Foucault’s theorising helps me see that whilst the discourse of any spirituality can never be 

divorced from the historical continuums it intersects, such discourse can open us to a ‘politics 

of continual transformation by holding up what we can be and what is not yet seen’ (Carrette 

2013: 71). In bharatanatyam, the ideal realisation of perfect form ever recedes from 

attainment and the attainment of spiritual fulfilment always dwells just beyond this material 

realm. The performative power of the imminent future is twice evoked by the form. Valuing 

both artistic lineage and atemporal experience, bharatanatyam training practices nurture 

steady growth and can promote radical change in each dancer. I have found personal means 

of and innovative self-expression through my queer deployment of the performative power 

that this discipline ordinarily utilises to uphold ideas of tradition. 
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Adavu practice has altered my body. Over a long time, bodily configurations that once felt 

strange and artificial have come to flow smoothly. Similarly, through innumerable repetitions 

of adavu and mastery of complex rhythmic patterns, I have become familiar with once-alien 

and seemingly obscure concepts about an experiential continuum beyond the quotidian. The 

cyclical cosmogony of Hinduism has infused my world; I have undergone an acculturation. 

Importantly, this transition has been wrought via immersion in my materiality; drilling in 

adavu involves profuse sweating, blistering heels and specific muscular development. 

Bharatanatyam has become inscribed in my body. But I am a queer dancer of the form 

standing outside of contemporary Hindu Indian society. I am acculturated but not assimilated. 

Moreover, my marginal position is made sharper by my increasing awareness of the 

suppression of hereditary dancer castes and their traditions that has created the modern day 

form of bharatanatyam. My unusual rendering of their dance and my reflective criticism 

upon this act makes explicit the performative processes that evolve the form from moment to 

moment. My queer embodiment articulates and never escapes the socio-political context of 

my specific spatio-temporal position. Drilling through time has offered me experiences of an 

ahistorical supra-sensual continuum, but it has simultaneously made me question if any 

amount of repetitious training can detach anybody from the hold of culturo-historical 

coordinates.  
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